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INTRO
Today ‘being different’ is
greeted with applause and
‘diversity’ is almost embarrassingly imposed. Thinking
different, on the other hand,
and communicating this openly,
brings free thinkers into great
affliction today. This is shown
for example by the show trial
against WikiLeaks founder
Julian Assange that actually
only intends to scare whistleblowers and investigative
journalists. But what to do
when one’s conscience is
stirred up and one can no
longer participate in the evil
activities of the powerful? The

young activist Greta Thunberg
in her recent speech said: “...
there is hope. I have seen it.
But it does not come from
governments or corporations.
It comes from the people”. If
one takes only this statement
and ignores all other points of
criticism around her, one
recognizes the message:
“Hope comes [...] from the
people.” So this issue again, is
intended to enable the people
getting to know countervoices on various topics – to
strengthen the free-thinking
public awareness.
The Editors (doa.)

Russia confirms “brain death” of NATO!
bmd. At the NATO summit in
London, the identity crisis and
inner strife within the 29 member
states could no longer be
glossed over. Maria Zakharova,
spokeswoman of the Russian
Foreign Ministry, confirmed in
an interview the statement of
French President Emmanuel
Macron of September 7th, 2019
as follows: “NATO is brain-dead.
The fact is not surprising but

what is surprising is that a
NATO leader is openly talking
about it.” She stressed the
identity crisis of NATO and of
the EU as well. These bodies
had no strategy and no vision
for the future. Now that NATO
has served its time as a defense
alliance, it is time for this costly
NATO construct to be dismantled.
Taxpayers and economies would
breathe a sigh of relief! [2]

Is NATO preparing for a war?
pwn. How else should it be interpreted than as a preparation for an
illegitimate war of aggression, when
(1.) contrary to the NATO-Russia Founding Act of 1997, additional
US soldiers are stationed in Romania and Poland.
(2.) all disarmament treaties are terminated by the USA.
(3.) Russia’s proposal for the suspension of the missile deployment
has been rejected by NATO.
(4.) during exercises in 2019 the USA bombed twice from England
a maneuver area in Lithuania, which is only 60 kilometers from the
Russian border.
(5.) NATO Secretary-General Stoltenberg announced that from now
on NATO aircraft has priority over civil aviation in Europe. [4 ]

The slow killing of Julian Assange
and the constitutional state
pwn. Police-state tendencies that
can be observed in the USA and
in Europe as well: WikiLeaks,
viewed and hated by the political
establishment and much of the
media in the US as an “enemy,
non-state intelligence agency”,
is blamed by the Democrats for
Clinton’s losses. Foreign Minister
Mike Pompeo calls Assange a
phoney, a coward and an enemy.
At the Ecuadorian embassy,
Assange was monitored by a
Spanish security company,
apparrantly commissioned by
the CIA. During his trial only

minimal public and media
control was permitted ‒ as is
usually only the case with highprofile terrorists. The British
prosecutor, five representatives
of the USA and also the judge
refused any delay in the extradition procedure, thus depriving
Assange of the opportunity to
defend himself and prevent
extradition. Who else, if not the
world community, can end this
injustice? Julian Assange is a
part of all those who love the
truth! [1]

Show trial against Julian Assange –
Justice serves as contract killer
hm. The Australian investigative journalist Julian Assange
brought a strong message and
an upswing in independent
reporting to the world with the
news and information site
WikiLeaks, which he co-founded
and had run. Through WikiLeaks,
whistleblowers of all kinds
brought to light the most hidden
dark sides, the “dirty work” of
the established governments and
media, so to speak. No wonder
that he was literally hunted
down by the US administration
as an enemy of the state. He is

currently in solitary confinement
in the British maximum security
prison in London, where he is
being tortured to death, according
to former British Ambassador
Craig Murray. Doctors from all
over the world had already
unsuccessfully requested his
medical care. Here the “triumph
of justice” is evident, which
quite obviously does not serve
justice, but rather, with its
worldwide show trial, gives
itself up as the “contract killer”
of those in power. [3]

Media conceal: USA foil Syrian sovereignty
ncm. In November 2019
Konstantin Kosachev (head of
the Committee on International
Affairs of the Russian Federation
Council) made the following
statement regarding the current
US military presence in Syria:
“By building military bases in

Syria, the USA is in reality
violating the right to sovereignty
and independence of the Syrian
people and it is interesting that
the West is not interested in
this bitter reality and the illegal
actions of the USA.” According
Continue on page 2

Sources: [1] u.[3] http://antikrieg.com/aktuell/2019_11_01_julian.htm | www.nachdenkseiten.de/?p=55887 | https://www.wsws.org/de/articles/2019/11/27/assa-n27.html
[2] https://parstoday.com/de/news/world-i49690-russland_hirntod_der_nato_ist_nicht_überraschend [4] www.anti-spiegel.ru/2019/die-nato-spielt-in-europa-mit-dem-feuer-kein-wort-inden-deutschen-medien/ | www.anti-spiegel.ru/2019/die-friedens-luegen/ | www.anti-spiegel.ru/2019/warum-die-us-raketenabwehr-kein-defensives-sondern-ein-offensives-waffensystem-ist/
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to him, Moscow is aware that
the US army occupied the Syrian
oil fields in order to finance
its military presence in Syria.
Containing the influence of the
IS terrorists and their control
over the oil fields is only a
pretext. Western governments
and their state media – on the

other hand – are not exposing
their NATO partner USA as a
raging wolf in sheep’s clothing
who itself made the IS great
through its secret services and is
now fighting it in pretence. Do
they cover the evil intrigues,
since they are part of the “crime
syndicate”? [5]

Iraq and Iran defy division
bmd. Several Iraqi cities,
including Karbala, have
been the scene of protests in
recent weeks. A well-directed
attack by the “insurgents” on
the Iranian consulate in
Karbala on the night of 3rd
November 2019 was meant to
foster tension between the
two states. But the Iraqi leaders
from the region around Karbala
reacted surprisingly: Days later
they visited the Iranian consulate and apologized for this

attack on behalf of their
citizens. They condemned this
shameful act and affirmed that
the attackers could not disturb
the fraternal and close relations
between the Iranians and the
Iraqi people. This courageous
and wise appearance of the
leaders strengthened the relations between the two peoples
and thus “disarmed” the attackers.
Yet another proof that targeted
provocation can be overcome!
[7]

“Without the civil courage of the individual,
the legal titles of the law are nothing more
than a collection of meaningless values.”

Tensions between Iran and Iraq are fueled
bmd. For almost three months,
Iraq has been plagued by fierce
protests and fomented unrest,
especially in the southern
provinces of the country. Many
people have been killed and
injured. Russia’s UN ambassador,
Vasily Nebenzya, warned at the
meeting of the UN Security
Council on December 3rd, 2019,
against warmongering attempts
from abroad, especially from the

USA and its allies, to involve
Iraq in a confrontation with Iran.
Nebenzya literally: “Iraq has the
right to have normal relations
with its neighbors and to develop
them. And no one has the right
to undermine those relations!”
So a very clear rejection of
the destructive, inflammatory
“divide-and-rule” policy of the
US administration and its vassals.
[6]

Fear of foreign peoples is fuelled
ds. The German Stephan
Meurisch marched from Munich
to Tibet, on foot and with no
money in his pocket. On his
journey through 13 countries
during 13,000 kilometres walking
he met the most diverse people.
His conclusion of this journey:
(1.) In each country the hosts
warned him urgently of the next
country on his journey. (2.) No
matter where Stephan went:
Everywhere he went, he was

welcomed with open arms. He
was always invited – no, forced
to eat and drink and to stay
overnight. Everywhere he had
to stay a few days longer. (3.)
The world is not as bad as it is
portrayed in newspapers or on
television. – And how will the
world look very different when
the peoples lose their fear of
each other, because they will no
longer let politics and media
incite them against each other. [8]

No studies? 5G has been extensively tested on humans!

hm. What is completely ignored
in the 5G debate is the fact that
the effects of microwaves on
Worldwide rejection
both physical and mental health
have already been extensively
of the extortionate US sanctions
pwn. 187 members of the and how this genocidal policy researched at the highest level.
United Nations have demanded has been tightened over the last Official research began in 1979
a resolution calling for an end year. He sees the US sanctions as during the Cold War with the
to the US sanctions that have a flagrant violation of the norms “Moscow Signal Affair” when
been in existence for 60 years. and fundamental principles in the Americans realized that their
For example, Cuban Foreign the system of international embassy in Moscow was irradiMinister Bruno Rodríguez relations. Conclusion: Because ated with Russian microwave
testified to an escalation by the pressure does not make friends, weapons with a frequency range
Trump government, which pre- the pressure-based US system, of 2.4 to 4 GHz and the embassy
vented fuel from reaching similar to the Pax Romana* of staff then largely became seriCuba. Ale Habib, the UN the Roman Empire, is in the ously ill. Therefore, the statement
ambassador of the Islamic long-term a phase-out model. that there are no studies existing
that are proving that microwaves
Republic of Iran, spoke of the [9]
are causing health damage is
inhumanity of the US blockade
only a lame and invalid excuse
against Iran, the most unjust
of 5G supporters.
ever imposed on any country, *“Roman peace”

Erich Limpach (1899–1965), German Poet

And 5G opponents are not at all
short of proof wanting to stop
5G because of the serious risk
potential that comes with it. The
only thing that has not yet
been fully researched are the
obscuring strategies and the
“entanglement” of industry,
politics and their media. [10]

Closing Point ●
Seeing through the evil
game of the powerful and
no longer letting oneself
get entangled in it anymore, is the beginning of
an upward trend all over
the world. It is up to the
people, it needs
EVERYONE!
The Editors (doa.)

Sources: [5] https://parstoday.com/de/news/middle_east-i49675-russland_usa_haben_syriens_unabh%C3%A4ngigkeit_und_nationale_ souver%C3%A4nit%C3%A4t_
zum_ziel_genommen [6] https://parstoday.com/de/news/world-i50013-russland_warnt_vor_versuchen_spannungen_zwischen_iran_und_irak_auszul%C3%B6sen
[7] https://parstoday.com/de/news/world-i49669-stammesoberh%C3%A4upter_ in_kerbela_entschuldigen_sich_bei_iranischer_regierung_und_nation
[8] Red Bulletin, Edition November 2019, Pages 62 bis 68 [9] https://parstoday.com/de/news/world-i49693-weltweite_ablehnung_der_einseitigen_us_sanktionen [10]
www.legitim.ch/post/von-wegen-keine-studien-5g-wurde-bereits-ausgiebig-an-menschen-getestet
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